Business Continuity and
Disaster Recovery on Azure
A good Business Continuity Plan could not only save an entity from
possible financial hardships but could enhance its image and goodwill
among clients and stakeholders; such plan could be perceived as a
proactive measure towards protecting the entity’s own interests as well
as those of its customers and partners.
Office Line has an extensive experience in DR projects implementations,
having designed and deployed complex Disaster Recovery installations
by using innovative software solutions that ensure data protection with
cloud backup, in compliance with the new European GDPR regulation.
The company also provides Disaster Recovery as a Service (DRaaS).
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Streamline BC & DR

Flexible

Cost-effective

 Many companies use multiple
software products for their BC
and
DR
plan
meaning
crossover and chaos. Azure
makes Site Recovery stressfree from replication, failover
to recovery of multiple
business workloads and apps
from a one location. Site
recovery
orchestrates
replication and failover but
doesn’t
interrupt
your
application data or have any
information about it.

 Azure Site Recovery you can
reproduce workloads running
on both virtual and physical
machines such as Hyper-V
virtual machines, VMware
virtual
machines,
and
Windows/Linux
physical
servers.
 ASR provides test failovers to
support DR checks without
disturbing any live production
environments.

 You can replicate to either a
secondary on-premises site,
or to Azure, so you don’t need
secondary datacentre. Using
Azure as the end point for DR
eliminates the cost and
complexity maintaining a
secondary site, and replicated
data is stored in Azure
Storage, with all the flexibility
that provides.
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Migrate your Datacenter to Azure, to achieve
business benefits
Proof
The company’s infrastructure is located at an on-premises Data Center and on
Microsoft Azure. The two locations are connected using Site-2-Site VPN. The need
for Business Continuity and Disaster Recovery is for the whole infrastructure, both
on-premises and on Azure. Using Azure for BC & DR provides a common solution
for both on-premises and on Azure infrastructure. We replicated both infrastructures
to an Azure Region, different from the production Azure Region. In addition, the
backup date are safe and recoverable by backing up to Azure.

Why Office Line
Office Line S.A. is an internationally recognized leading Cloud Solutions Provider and Digital Transformation
company, empowering customers’ specific business requirements, while meeting their needs for flexibility,
speed, security and reliability. With high qualified professionals holding more than 100 Microsoft
Certifications and 16 Microsoft competencies, Office Line ensures customer success and business goals by
adopting new technology shifts and accelerating the Digital Transformation journey.
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